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IMPORTANCE OF EXECUTIVE-LEVEL SUPPORT

CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS PLANNING
FOR HOSPITALS & HEALTHCARE ORGANIZATIONS
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Presentation Notes
Objective:To secure Executive support to begin a multi-year process to develop the Continuity of Operations action plans and strategies needed to maintain effective levels of patient care and essential services.Establishing a Continuity of Operations Program enables an organization to:Meet compliance, regulatory, and funding requirements (see COOP JAS Appendix C)Protect patient safety by ensuring consistent access to careMaintain the public image of your hospital and public trust in your providersMaintain market share in a highly competitive health care environmentMaintain revenue and profitability by continuing to provide and bill for services in a timely manner
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Presentation Outline/Objectives:To provide a basic understanding of continuity principles and the implementation processes specific to healthcare: The continuity plan documents:What will occur in a continuity situation; how and how quickly continuity actions must occurThe priorities of the continuity actionsWhere continuity operations will occurWho will participate in continuity operationsDefine COOP Objectives: Maintaining continuity of healthcare  delivery by sustaining or reestablishing functional capabilities during and after an incident Understand COOP ROIEnsures ability to continue to our core missionIdentifies measureable risks and establishes effective plansMitigates economic impacts and controls recovery costsImproves patient safetyEnsures compliance with regulationsProtects technology investments and organizational assetsDefine Benefits of having a COOP plan: Outline an approach that aligns with existing emergency management efforts and executive strategic priorities.Understand the importance of Executive supportExplain the importance of and need for securing support from senior leadershipDescribe role of leadership (i.e. CEO/COO; individual Executive-level sponsor; Executive Steering Committee):



WHAT IS CONTINUITY OF OPERATIONS PLANNING?

Ensuring the continued operation of the organization’s essential functions and 
resuming business functions to a normal state following an emergency event.  

The plan is used in the event of substantial, localized damage to direct patient 
care departments or facility wide loss of structural integrity and services

Where loss of service poses significant physical, operational and business 
challenges and risks

Continuity of the service somewhere within the facility or relocation of services 
externally is integral to ongoing facility viability and community support. 
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What is Continuity of Operations Planning? Plans, procedures and resources established to maintain and/or recover mission critical processes and services impacted by an event causing an interruption of normal healthcare delivery operationsContinuity of Operations plans identify:Risks and measures the impact to operations during interruption events and disastersEssential functions and impacts of function interruptions Applications supporting essential functions and impact of application interruptionsRecovery requirements, objectives, strategies and actions to maintain continuity of high impact functions and applicationsWhy Establish a Continuity of Operations Program?Changing regulatory landscape and associated funding conditions require that healthcare organizations develop and maintain higher levels of operational resiliency.Lessons learned from recent events reinforce the need for more extensive COOPEstablishes the priority and sequencing of services required to maintain essential operations (supply chain, payroll, research) and services delivery Identifies information needed to develop effective operational recovery strategiesBuilds financial resilience, mitigates economic impact of interruptions, controls recovery costs and protects market shareImproves patient safety, efficiency, availability of critical supplies and protects assetsAligns with strategic priorities provides a holistic approach to organizational resilienceProtects technology investments and organizational assetsExceeds compliance with the increasing cross-section of emergency management and Continuity of Operations standards
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WHAT ARE THE COOP PLAN OBJECTIVES?
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The Continuity of Operations Plan:Ensures ability to continue to our core missionIdentifies measureable risks and establishes effective plansMitigates economic impacts and controls recovery costsImproves patient safety; ensures assess and continuity of careEnsures compliance with regulationsProtects technology investments and organizational assetsThe COOP will be used in the event of substantial, localized damage to patient care departments where:The loss of service poses significant physical, operational, and business challenges and risks; andContinuity of the service is integral to ongoing facility viability and community support.COOP mitigates risks and liabilities such as:Interruptions to health services resulting in:Adverse impacts to patient safety and reputation among community and board membersLoss of market share (patients go to alternate provider for care) and/or revenueRegulatory fines and corrective actionsAdverse impacts resulting from:Security breaches and IT downtimeThe loss of business-critical information or patient health information



Reduce injuries and loss of life

Designate staff to carry out essential functions

Facilitate decision making

Achieve timely recovery and resumption of services 

Ensure continuous performance; reduce or mitigate disruptions

Protect essential facilities, assets, records; minimize damage, losses

WHAT ARE THE COOP PLAN OBJECTIVES?
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Objectives of COOP planning include:Facilitate decision-makingReduce injuries and loss of life.Identify and designate staff to carry out essential functions Achieve timely recovery, resumption of servicesEnsure continuous performance; reduce or mitigate disruptions Protect essential facilities, assets, records; minimize damage, losses



 Continuity plan strategies will be integrated with emergency planning; 

 The COOP plan will be used in addition to the Emergency Operations 
Plan (EOP) to resume/return business functions to a normal state.

WHAT ABOUT OUR EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLAN?  
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Presentation Notes
The COOP plan will be used in addition to the Emergency Operations Plan (EOP) to resume/return business functions to a normal state.Develop Continuity of Operations strategies and integrate with emergency planningContinuity Planning differs from EM:EM focuses on meeting the incident objectives to address the hazardCOOP focuses on meeting organizational strategies, ensuring viability/functionality, minimizing lost revenue



EMERGENCY OPERATIONS PLANS

Emergency Operations Plans 
focus on mitigation, 

preparedness, response, 
and recovery for hazards 
most likely to impact our 

facility.

These are about meeting 
incident objectives such as: 

Incident Command;
Communication;
Medical Surge; 

Evacuation.
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Emergency Management  An integrated approach to the management of emergency programs and activities for all four emergency phases (mitigation, preparedness, response, and recovery), for all types of response and recovery, and all types of emergencies and disasters .Describe aspects/functions/examples of facility Emergency Operations Plan



CONTINUITY PLANS

Focus on meeting 
organizational strategies, 
ensuring organizational 

viability and functionality, 
and minimizing 

lost revenue
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Continuity of Operations  An integrated set of plans, procedures and resources that may be used to maintain and recover essential functions impacted from any event causing an interruption of healthcare delivery services.Plans, procedures and resources established to maintain and/or recover mission critical processes and services impacted by an event causing an interruption of normal healthcare delivery operations.Loss of staffLoss or closure of mission critical servicesUtilities interruptionsIT interruptionsSupply chain interruptionsEstablishing COOP program exceeds compliance with the increasing cross-section of emergency management and Continuity of Operations standards



WHAT IS THE 
ROI?
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resume business 
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accreditation 

and regulatory 
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Protect patient 
safety

Maintain public 
image and 
public trust

Maintain 
market share

Continue to 
provide care, 

bill for services, 
and maintain 

revenue 

COOP 
enables 
us to:
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Changing regulatory landscape and associated funding conditions require that healthcare organizations develop and maintain higher levels of operational resiliency.Developing capabilities to resume business functions to a normal state after a period of time post event.Competitive AdvantageAbility to Rapidly Assess Operational Impact of DowntimeImproved Response = Faster RecoveryOperational EfficiencyRisk Identification and ReductionMitigates economic impacts & controls recovery costs; Builds financial resilience; Protects market shareImproves patient safety, efficiency, availability of critical supplies and protects assetsProtects technology investments and organizational assetsEnsures ability to continue to our core mission; aligns with strategic priorities; provides a holistic approach to organizational resilience. Continuity programs aligned with strategic priorities provides a holistic approach to organizational resilience. Describe action(s) that can be taken to align strategy and continuityDescribe examples of strategy and continuity and continuity alignment:“Our role is to continue to provide healthcare that is safe at all times, including at times of crisis.”“Through seeking opportunities for strengthening existing operating procedures that yield both daily operational efficiencies and improved response.”



A COOP PLAN 
IS DYNAMIC!

Provides information 
on critical:
• Business Processes
• Equipment and 

resources
• IT and records
• Staff Positions
• Dependencies

Lists departmental 
processes, essential 

applications, recovery 
time objectives, and

resource needs

Used in conjunction
with the EOP to 
resume/return 

business functions to a 
normal state post-

disaster 

COOP plan is a 
collection of resources, 

actions, procedures 
and information 
developed and 

pretested
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COOP is a dynamic tool providing information regarding:Critical Business ProcessesCritical Equipment and ResourcesIS ApplicationsStaff PositionsCritical RecordsDepartmental DependenciesCOOP is intended to be a dynamic tool to be used in emergencies, disasters, and other catastrophic events where the technology, building, or a department is severely impacted. The COOP is:Is a collection of resources, actions, procedures, and information that are developed and tested. Lists critical processes by departments, essential applications, Recovery Time Objectives (RTO), and the resources needed to ensure continuity of operations (i.e., staff, supplies, IT applications, etc.). Is used in addition to EOP to resume/return business functions to a normal state; may be utilized by departments and/or Planning Chief, in coordination with BC Branch Director, to develop the IAP. 



• What will happen in a COOP situation

• How and how quickly actions must occur

• Priorities of the COOP actions

• Who will participate in COOP operations

• Where continuity actions will occur

A COOP PLAN DOCUMENTS:
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The continuity plan documents:What will occur in a continuity situation; how and how quickly continuity actions must occurThe priorities of the continuity actionsWhere continuity operations will occurWho will participate in continuity operationsKey Phases of developing COOPIdentify Mission Essential FunctionsData Collection: HVA; BIAIntegration-strategiesMission critical business functionsDetermine recovery strategies-BIA, HVA & analyticsPlanningOrders of SuccesionDelegations of authorityContinuity facilitiesContinuity communicationsEssential records managementHuman resourcesDevolution ExecutionTrainingTestingApprovalReview and update



HOW DO WE DEVELOP A STRONG COOP PLAN?

You can’t build a successful 
COOP program without 
substantive support 
from leadership

External 
Partners

Department 
Managers

Technical 
Experts

Physicians

General 
Workforce

Continuity 
Committee 
Members

LEADERSHIP
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What Do We Need to Proceed?Executive buy-in and supportOrganizational awareness and participation Project planning tools to define milestones, timelines and the resources neededSimple, clearly defined plan development processesSimple, effective data gathering and documentation tools and templatesHow will we do it?Continuity of Operations is treated as a process, not a projectPragmatic approach: Plans start simply and increase in sophisticationPrioritize and implement projects in phases based upon the best use of time and money; defer capabilities of marginal use… Lay out a maturity roadmapProgram and processes should be scalable. Methods are based on a proven, certifiable disciplineOperational structure and tools should conform to day-to-day business model as much as possible.Established emergency management activities and protocols are interwoven into the BCP processHow Will We Maintain It?Maintain current emergency contact information that is easily accessibleAssign key players to emergency response teamsEstablish alternate work arrangementsKnow the organization’s emergency management proceduresTest and revise Continuity of Operations Plans



The Executive is NOT the Program/Project Leader

The Executive is NOT required to be an expert in the topic

 Ensures the capability of continuing agency essential functions 
during a wide range of potential emergencies

 Ensures critical planning gaps, budgetary, and management  
challenges are identified and addressed

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
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Leaders should support COOP because it:Ensures the capability of continuing agency essential functions during a wide range of potential emergenciesEnsures critical planning gaps, budgetary, and management  challenges are identified and addressed



Executive support and commitment should include:

 Clear direction to ensure linkages with organization’s overall 
strategy;

 Secure resources and accountability throughout the 
organization;

 Serve as a champion to educate and secure buy-in;

 Authority to troubleshoot accountability issues; remove 
organizational roadblocks.

EXECUTIVE SUPPORT
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Continuity Challenges in HealthcareEmergency Preparedness and IT Disaster Recovery Plans are common; COOP plans are not common but essential to organizational resilience.Understanding of the difference between a healthcare organization's EOP and their COOP ‐ most think they are the same thingChanging regulatory landscape (and associated funding) from macro (i.e. surge, hospital‐wide capacity and capability) to micro (i.e. isolated unit level disruptions) requires associated change and increase of physician and leadership engagementResponsibilities expanding beyond Emergency Managers and onto “business units” (patient‐focused to patient focused AND financial focus) Continuity is a business issue, not just an IT / EM issue.Disaster Preparedness and Business Continuity Planning positions are rarely full time and usually fall to the same person.Engaging Department HeadsTime - Even with executive endorsement and management support, respect people’s time and their need to balance continuity/preparedness planning priorities with their primary business priorities!



Collaborative 
process

Project has 
an end date 
– COOP is 
ongoing

Leadership 
empowers 

the program

Must be 
reviewed, 
updated & 

tested 
annually 

Leadership 
must know 

how to put it 
into practice

COOP plan will take a year to develop and 
an ongoing commitment to maintain!

DEVELOPMENT OF A COOP PLAN
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Key Actions for developing COOP:1. Review DataReview BIA and HVA findingsUse data to make decisions to reduce risks that will have the greatest adverse impact2.  Examine Current CapabilitiesExamine 96-hour capabilities finalize strategies for ensuring continuityMeet with facilities, supply chain and IT to understand capabilities and integration points3. Evaluate StrategiesDetermine strategies and requirements for continuity of operations + alternate locations in the event the primary location is unavailableExplore requirements and options for mobile capabilities4. Develop Integrated Plan FrameworkDevelop format and approach to align and/or integrate emergency operations, IT disaster recovery and Continuity of Operations plansUtilize BIA data to inform IT disaster recovery5. Select and Approve StrategiesSolicit cost estimates for selected alternate site, mobile and disaster recovery strategiesPresent recommended strategies and pricing options for approval



 Identify key personnel and assess time and resource demands
 Examples: EM, IT, Nursing, Dietary, ER, Plant Operations, Lab, etc. 

 Ensure budgetary support
 Recognizing that NOT having a COOP can be financially devastating
 Consider the cost of losing just one day of Ambulatory Surgery  

 Ensure COOP is focus of executive level committee/agendas
 Help staff understand it has executive backing and is a priority for 

the facility

WHAT ARE THE NEXT STEPS?
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For any Continuity program to be effective, a governance structure needs to be in place.  The Steering Committee will make decisions regarding the facility’s Continuity program. Steering CommitteeA committee responsible for program governance who meet at least quarterly to review progress reports and make decisions.Members include executive sponsor (e.g. COO), and key leaders (e.g. CNO, VP Facilities, CMO, VP Human Resources, Emergency Manager and CIO).Steering Committee ResponsibilitiesArrange for an announcement to the organization summarizing role, and explaining expectations – both budget and participationMeetings to review data for decision support regarding recovery solutions, risk mitigation strategies and any investments regarding the programMake decisions regarding project timelines and resources when required by the Project ManagerEstablish a budget and planning team (see Continuity Committee)Establish a Continuity policyDetermine the final objectives, Use BIA data to inform strategic and financial decisions and Decide which resources will be applied to the program.Allocate knowledgeable personnel and sufficient financial resources to properly implement the BCPEnsure plan is reviewed and approved annually and employees are trained and aware of their roles Ensure plan is continually updated to reflect the current operating environmentStrengthen leadership engagement and physician participation in Emergency Management/Operations and Continuity Planning through education and alignment with financial and strategic priorities.Define EM and COOP competencies and responsibilities of EP Coordinators, executives, department leaders and physicians; Explain EM and COOP in the context of leadership priorities Outline required tasks and activities to move organization closer to strategic goalsExplain how strategies will reduce response costs and improve outcomes during recovery. 



Thank you for your time and commitment to Continuity Planning

QUESTIONS?
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